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Abstract 
This project concerns the assembly and use of a radio spectrometer, CALLISTO, which is able to 
observe many types of solar radio burst. With the spectrometer data many physical characteristics 
of the radio bursts can be determined, such as the distance from the Sun, the magnetic field, the 
velocity of flares and CME induced shocks, the Mach Alfven number and the Alfven velocity. All 
these parameters are essential for understanding the behaviour of our Sun and of the particles that 
are ejected from the Sun into the solar system. One of the practical results is the possibility of 
acquiring important information  about space weather, useful for the protection of 
communications and science satellites. The spectrograph is now installed permanently at the Birr 
Castle in Co. Offaly, Ireland. 
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Introduction and Theory 
 
Astronomy from its beginnings to modern days has a single method of collecting information from 
space; the detection of light. From the time of the first humans until the last century a very small 
range of wavelengths, the visible light part, was the only part of the electromagnetic spectrum that 
could be detected.  Now we have the possibility of exploring all the electromagnetic spectrum, as 
well as particle detections such as neutrinos and cosmic rays. Stars and Galaxies emit at all 
frequencies of the electromagnetic spectrum including radio wavelengths. Radio astronomy is a 
very young science, the first radio observation of an astronomical object, the Milky way, was 
performed in the 1930s by Karl Jansky. It was not until the 1960s that observing the sky with a good 
resolution at this wavelength became possible. Radio waves and X-rays are important for the 
understanding of the Sun. The metre wavelength band (1 to 10 m) characterises particular types of 
physical emission mechanisms on the Sun. Shorter wavelengths, from γ-rays to microwaves, come 
mostly from regions containing dense matter associated with the visible Sun, the photosphere and 
chromospheres, and longer wavelengths come mainly from interplanetary space. Metre waves are 
generated in the tenuous plasma of the solar corona, and they reveal a spectacular range of 
phenomena. The aim of this work is to describe these emissions and show how they can be used to 
delineate the structure, motion and physics of the solar corona. 
The origin of the radio observation branch of solar physics differs from those of classical solar 
physics [J.P. Wild 1959]. The study of the Sun at metre wavelengths originate from the work of 
Maxwell and Hertz. The first proposal to detect long wavelength disturbances from the sun was 
made by Thomas Edison in 1890, only two years after Hertz’s famous laboratory demonstration of 
radio waves. Four years later in 1894 Sir Oliver Lodge performd an experiment to measure the radio 
waves from the Sun but his experiment was unsuccessful because of the many terrestrial 
disturbances in the city of Liverpool and the sensitivity of the instrument. The discovery of the 
metre wavelengths from the Sun was a combination of two circumstances. In February 1942 a very 
large sunspot appeared on the face of the Sun. Also Britain, was at war with Germany, and 
constantly monitoring the skies for hostile aircraft using the recently developed meter-wavelength 
radar. Strong noise and high variable jamming reported by radar operators was traced to 
electromagnetic radiation from the Sun. The discovery was kept secret until after the war, and in 
1945 this first well documented example of metre-wave burst and their association with solar flares 
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was published by Appleton and Hey (1945a). This and the subsequent pioneering studies were 
made mainly by physicists and engineers with a background of radio, ionosphere, radar physics and 
primitive televisions, but completely unschooled in astronomy and solar physics [J.P. Wild 1959]. 
After the war systematic investigation of the radio emission from the Sun began.  
The observations performed around the end of the 1940’s using single frequency spectra, were the 
first fundamental step for the understanding and the classification of the radio burst. The single 
frequency spectra, however, proved to be insufficient for the identification of corresponding 
features of a complex burst at different frequencies. A technique was required by which the 
phenomena could be examined over a continuous range of frequencies. The following step was 
then the development of the radiospectrograph to record the intensity of the solar emission as a 
continuous function of frequency and time. Observations with the first radiospectrograph were 
made at frequencies between 40 to 120 Mhz in the 1949 by [Wild 1950]. The dynamic spectra of 
observed bursts differed widely and showed great complexity. However bursts was mainly 
conformed to one of three spectral types which could be identified quite objectively. Examples of 
the three type observed are shown in [Fig.1]. 
The type were described as different characteristics of the spectra: 
 Type I (storm burst): short period (1 to 20 s), narrow-band (few megahertz) bursts, 
occurring frequently over the time-frequency plane during storm periods, lasting from 
hours to days. 
 Type II: outburst accompanying flares and lasting some minutes in which features drift 
gradually towards lower frequencies (And later associated with CMEs). 
 Type III: short-lived (a few seconds), broad band (≈100 Mhz) burst in which the frequency of 
maximum intensity drifts rapidly towards the lower frequencies. 
This first categorization set the beginning of the more accurate classification that will be 
discussed later.  
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Fig. 1 Examples of three different burst  recorded by first spectrograph observations. X-axis for frequency and Y-axis for time. Data 
taken with the Penrith spectrograph near Sydney [Wild 1950]. Top left: Type I burst superimposed on type I (storm) continuum. 
Lower left: Type III burst. Right: Type II burst. 
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Solar Atmosphere 
 
The Sun is a normal star in the middle of its life, which means that it is burning hydrogen in its core, 
as it has been doing during the past 5 billion years, and as it will continue to do so for about 5 
billion years more. It is special to us, first because it is our source of energy (every type of energy 
we use is a direct result of our Sun, except the nuclear energy and even heavy  elements do 
originate from stars), and second because it is close enough to be observed in detail, facilitating the 
study of some physical processes which also occur on many more distant stars. As it is a relatively 
stable star, conditions of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) can be used. Only very small 
changes in its energy output occur even during solar flares, which produces most of the radio 
radiation analyzed in this work. In [Fig.2] the principal emissions from the Sun are illustrated. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the emissions from the Sun covering all the electromagnetic spectrum including particles like 
neutrinos.  
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The core temperature is about 14 x 106 K, and the temperature falls off with distance from the core, 
eventually reaching the surface temperature of 5800 K.  The photons generated in the core take 
about 1 million years to reach the surface, since they propagate outward in a random walk with a 
very short mean free path.  Their point of last scattering is in the photosphere, after which optical 
depth becomes less than unity and they are finally free to stream out into space.  Because they are 
in thermal equilibrium with the photosphere, they have a pure blackbody spectrum corresponding 
to the 5800 K temperature, but travelling into space they encounter the more tenuous gas of the 
other layers of the solar atmosphere--the temperature minimum region, the chromosphere and the 
corona, so the solar spectrum shows many spectral lines.  The fact that these lines are mostly 
absorption lines tells us that the temperature falls to yet lower values above the photosphere, to 
about 4500 K in the temperature minimum region.  This is fully expected, but what is surprising is 
that above this height the temperature rises again, and in fact rises very steeply at about 2000 km 
above the photosphere to form a very hot (several million K), very tenuous plasma that we call the 
corona.  [Dale E. Gary] 
The solar atmosphere is divided into five distinct concentric layers: 
 The photosphere  
 The chromosphere 
 Transition region 
 The Corona 
 Outer Corona (Solar wind region) 
The visible surface of the Sun, the photosphere, is the layer below which the Sun becomes opaque 
to visible light. Above the photosphere, visible sunlight is free to propagate into space, and its 
energy escapes the Sun entirely. The change in opacity is due to the decreasing amount of H− ions, 
which absorb visible light easily. Conversely, the visible light we see is produced as electrons react 
with hydrogen atoms to produce H− ions. The photosphere is actually tens to hundreds of 
kilometres thick, being slightly less opaque than air on Earth. Because the upper part of the 
photosphere is cooler than the lower part, an image of the Sun appears brighter in the centre than 
on the edge or limb of the solar disk; a phenomenon known as limb darkening. Sunlight has 
approximately a black-body spectrum that indicates its temperature is about 5777 K, 
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[J. Lilesten 2006] interspersed with atomic absorption lines from the tenuous layers above the 
photosphere. The photosphere has a particle density of ≈  1025 cm−3 (this is about 1% of the particle 
density of Earth's atmosphere at sea level). The parts of the Sun above the photosphere are 
collectively referred as solar atmosphere. They can be viewed with telescopes operating across the 
electromagnetic spectrum, from radio through visible light to gamma rays, and comprises a number 
of layers: the temperature minimum, the chromosphere, the transition region, the corona, and the 
heliosphere. The heliosphere, which may be considered the tenuous outer atmosphere of the Sun, 
extends outward past the orbit of Pluto to the heliopause, where it forms a sharp shock front 
boundary with the interstellar medium. The chromosphere, transition region, and corona are much 
hotter than the surface of the Sun. The reason of this fact has not been conclusively proven; 
(evidence suggests that Alfvén waves or nano-flares and also magnetic field reconnections may 
have enough energy to heat the corona) [S. Tomczyk et al. 2007] [U. Narain et al. 2006] [E.Priest 
1996]. In [Fig.3] the electron density and the temperature are plotted for different heights in the 
solar atmosphere. 
 
 
Fig. 3 The variation of electron temperature Te and electron density Ne through the layers of the solar atmosphere. 
The coolest layer of the Sun is a temperature minimum region about 500 km above the 
photosphere, with a temperature of about 4100 K. This part of the Sun is cool enough to support 
simple molecules such as carbon monoxide and water, which can be detected by their absorption 
spectra.  
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Above the temperature minimum layer is a layer about 2000 km thick, dominated by a spectrum of 
emission and absorption lines. It is called the chromosphere from the Greek root chroma, meaning 
colour, because the chromosphere is visible as a coloured flash at the beginning and end of total 
eclipses of the Sun. The chromosphere is a region 2 Mm thick in which the temperature rises at first 
smoothly and then in a irregular fashion, to 25000 K. In the upper part of chromosphere helium 
becomes partially ionized. The main structural features observed in the quite chromosphere are the 
supergranulation, the chromospheric network and fibrils. The edge of the supergranular cells form 
the network, so called because it forms an irregular bright pattern when the Sun is observed in 
chromospheric lines. Observations revealing the network patterns are possible in centimetre-
wavelength radio waves. Magnetic fields are concentrated in the network; they are very irregular, 
and contain small elements with field strengths of 100 G, the average field strength is however only 
6.6G, these two cases correspond respectively to an active and weak magnetic region [Giovanelli et 
al.]. In [Fig.4] is shown a picture of the Sun taken in the extreme ultra violet (EUV) in a resonance 
line of helium. This intense emission line is formed in the upper chromosphere and lower transition 
region. The concentration of emission in the irregular network pattern is obvious. Other features in 
this picture, such as active regions, coronal holes and prominences, will be discussed later. 
 
Fig. 4 Image of the Sun in the light of HeII [from STEREO Ahead SECCHI/EUVI Nasa] 
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Above the chromosphere there is a thin (about 200 km) transition region where the density drops 
and the temperature rises rapidly from around 20,000 K in the upper chromosphere to coronal 
temperatures closer to 106 K. This region is characterized by a very steep temperature gradient, 
with most of the 106K taking place over as little as a few hundred kilometres. The temperature 
increase is facilitated by the full ionization of helium in the transition region, which significantly 
reduces radiative cooling of the plasma. Because the pressure stays essentially constant over the 
small thickness of the transition region, the density drops by nearly two orders of magnitude in the 
same distance [Dulk et all]. The transition region does not occur at a well-defined altitude. Rather, it 
forms a kind of nimbus around chromospheric features such as spicules and filaments, and is in 
constant, chaotic motion. The transition region is not easily visible from Earth's surface, but is 
readily observable from space by instruments sensitive to the extreme ultraviolet portion of the 
spectrum [Fig.4]. The transition region has very different characteristics over the supergranular cells 
and over the network, mainly because of the influence of the magnetic field. Over the cells the field 
is mainly horizontal, so that downward heat conduction is severely limited. As a result the transition 
region within the cells is so thin that it emits little radiation. In the network however the magnetic 
field is vertical, heat conduction is large, the region is thicker, and the radiation intensity is some 10 
times larger. Both the cells and the network are clearly shown in the helium photograph in [Fig.4] 
being the He II line characteristic of the transition region [Fig.5].   
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Fig. 5 Spectral lines characteristic of the different solar atmosphere layers. 
 
The Corona is the very hot, tenuous, inhomogeneous and time varying atmosphere, which is much 
larger in volume than the Sun itself. It is extended from the transition region to the planet and 
beyond. The corona continuously expands into the space forming the solar wind, which fills all the 
Solar System. The average temperature of the corona and solar wind is about 1x106–2x106 Kelvin, 
however, in the hottest flaring regions it is 8x106–20 x106 K. While no complete theory yet exists to 
account for the temperature of the corona, at least part of its heating mechanism is thought to be 
from magnetic reconnection and Alfven waves or nano-flare as seen before. Beside the active 
region there are two main subdivisions of the corona: the quiet corona and coronal holes. The 
corona can be studied by visible light pictures during eclipses or by coronagraphs on spacecraft, soft 
X-rays and maps made in radio waves. The corona seen in X-rays is a very inhomogeneous medium 
[Fig.6a], with some regions many times brighter than others. The most visible structures are the 
loops and arches around the active regions [Fig.6b]. The loops range in scale from the limit of the 
resolution to a solar radius or more, in figure 6b the white bar has a dimension of about 43,500 km; 
consider that the Earth is only about 12,750 km across. A number of small bright points are often 
visible; the evidence suggests that these are due to hot, dense chromospheric plasma confined in 
tiny, low-lying loops which connect the two poles of bipolar magnetic elements. 
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Fig. 6 (a) X-rays coming from our Sun taken by an X-ray telescope on the Yohkoh satellite currently orbiting the earth. (b) It shows 
that loops come in many different shapes. Notice the little white bar on each image is about 43,500 km long  [Yohkoh Team]. 
 
Above about 0.2 solar radius the soft X-rays brightness decreases rapidly (being proportional to   
 ) 
and at greater heights structures are seen best in visible light pictures (brightness proportional to 
  ) made at this time of eclipse or by coronagraphs on spacecrafts [Dulk et all].  
The non uniformity of the solar corona can be observed also in [Fig.7], where four different eclipses 
are shown, the time-variation of the corona is then appreciable; unexpectedly rapid changes in the 
various structures are seen. Bright and dark rays stand out, bright ‘helmet’ streamers straddle the 
tops of low-lying structures, curved polar plumes seem to emanate, and a large coronal hole is 
visible in the north pole region.  Above a height of 0.5 solar radii all visible features have nearly 
radial orientation. 
There are three main sources of visible light from the corona: the E (for emission line) corona is due 
to emission lines of highly ionized atoms such Fe X *Fig.5+, the K (for the German ‘kontinuum’) 
corona is due to Thomson-scattered photospheric light from free electrons, and the F (for 
Fraunhofer, because the photospheric absorption lines are visible) corona is due to diffraction of 
photospheric light by particle of dust [Dulk et al.]. The quite corona is dominated by magnetic 
fields, with some field lines made visible because of increased density. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Fig. 7 These images of the Sun’s corona are from solar eclipses in 1980 (top left), 1988 (top right), 1991 (bottom left), and 1994 
(bottom right) as observed on Earth. The Sun's changing magnetic fields determine the unique shapes of the corona. 
 
When the Sun is imaged in radio waves its appearance depends on the frequency at which 
observation are made. In [Fig.8] the physical mechanism and the height of observation are related 
with the frequencies. At meter wavelength the high corona can be observed. The appearance of the 
"quiet time" solar atmosphere at radio wavelengths is governed by the plasma parameters 
(temperature, density, and magnetic field strength) and the radiation mechanisms that generate 
the radio emission (free-free emission, gyroresonance emission, and plasma emission).  [Fig.8] 
shows the height versus frequency of three characteristic frequencies that will discuss later: 
 plasma frequency; 
 the gyrofrequency; 
 and the frequency at which free-free emission reaches optical depth unity fτ=1.  
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Fig. 8 The highest curve in this plot specifies the type of emission mechanism that will dominate at different frequencies in the 
solar atmosphere.  The curves are based on the dependence of different emission mechanisms on the plasma parameters of 
temperature, density, and magnetic field strength. The plot covers 7 orders of magnitude in frequency, and in height in the solar 
atmosphere [Prof. Dale E. Gary NJIT]. 
 
Coronal Holes are regions in which the density is considerably lower than average, they appear as 
the dark regions in the X-ray image [Fig.6a]. The difference in density can be estimated by a factor 
of 10 lower than average. The Sun's magnetic field plays a big role in determining how this picture 
will look. The bright features represent hot, dense gas that is trapped by the magnetic field of the 
Sun. In contrast, the dark, empty regions are where the Sun's magnetic field extends out into space 
allowing the hot gas to escape. These regions, known as coronal holes, contain very little material 
which has a lower temperature than the rest of the corona 1 to 1.5x106 K. They often appear near 
the Sun's poles as seen above. An X-ray image like this one can only view material that is greater 
than 1 million degrees. Because the coronal holes do not contain much hot material they appear 
dark [Fig.6a]. 
The heliosphere, which is the cavity around the Sun filled with the solar wind plasma, extends from 
approximately 20 solar radii (0.1 AU) to the outer fringes of the Solar System. Its inner boundary is 
defined as the layer in which the flow of the solar wind becomes superalfvénic—that is, where the 
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flow becomes faster than the speed of Alfvén waves. Turbulence and dynamic forces outside this 
boundary cannot affect the shape of the solar corona within, because the information can only 
travel at the speed of Alfvén waves. The solar wind travels outward continuously through the 
heliosphere, forming the solar magnetic field into a spiral shape, until it impacts the heliopause 
more than 50 AU from the Sun. In December 2004, the Voyager 1 probe passed through a shock 
front that is thought to be part of the heliopause. Both of the Voyager probes have recorded higher 
levels of energetic particles as they approach the boundary. 
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Solar Activity 
Active regions 
 
One normally refers to an active region as any part of the solar atmosphere that exhibits excess Hα 
emission [E. Tandberg-Hanssen 1988]. This is a crude observational definition, attributed to the fact 
that, historically, most pertinent observations have been done in the light of the Hα line. The most 
obvious manifestation of solar activity are sunspots, first observed by naked eye by astronomers of 
the East. In the official Chinese astronomy annals, about 230 observations of sunspots are 
registered from 165 B.C.  to 1684 A.D.  The phenomena was studied intensively again since the time 
of Galileo and the ‘invention’ of the telescope. 
Sunspots are dominated by a strong magnetic field. The magnetic field has several effects: 
 Sunspots are cooler, at about 4200K, and therefore darker than the surrounding 
photosphere because the heat transfer is inhibited; 
 Sunspot have a structured appearance, with umbrae and penumbrae, the latter probably 
being arched filaments of matter concentrated on magnetic fields lines diverging outwards 
from the spots; 
 Sunspots usually occur in pairs with opposite magnetic polarities. 
Historically, the photospheric part of an active region has been observed in white light as bright 
patches that are called faculae. When observed in chromospheric spectral lines such Hα, the areas 
in the vicinity of sunspots and their surroundings appear bright, and are called plages from the 
French designation ‘plage faculaire’. The plages coincide with the areas of enhanced magnetic field. 
They are brighter than their surroundings because the density at corresponding temperatures is 
higher, and thus the optical thickness of the chromospheric contribution to the line intensity is 
increased relative to that of the photosphere [Dulk et al.]. In chromospheric plages the energy loss 
per unit area is greater than that of the quiet-region chromosphere, this implies that the energy 
input is also greater; the plasma temperature and density due to the stronger magnetic field is 
always greater than the temperature and density in the quite surroundings. Flares almost always 
occur near sunspots. Not all active regions produce observable flares, and certain specific pre-flare 
conditions are obviously necessary for this to happen. 
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Finally filaments are cloud of dense, relatively cool gas (≈2x104K ) supported in the corona by near-
horizontal magnetic field. They are subject to change, and often contain matter flowing down field 
lines towards the photosphere.  
Solar activity cycle 
 
We have seen in the previous paragraph that Chinese astronomers start to collect data regarding 
sunspots since 165 B.C. However a systematic investigation of sunspots only starts after the 17th 
century. In 1613 Galileo Galilei published ‘’Historia e dimostrazioni intorno alle Macchie Solari’’, 
History and demonstrations about sunspots, in which Galileo recorded the presence on the solar 
surface of several black spots that were used to prove the solar rotation [Fig.9] . However Galilei 
wasn’t able to observe the solar cycle. The cycle has a period of 11 years, but because the magnetic 
polarities of leading and following spots reverse from one to another, it is often argued that 22 
years is the true period. Activity has traditionally been measured by a weighted mean of the 
number of sunspots groups present at given time, however ince the 1980’s measurements of radio 
flux at 2.8 GHz supplement the sunspot number as the activity index. The varying 2.8 GHz flux 
originates in the coronal condensations of active regions. 
 
Fig. 9 Sunspots drew by G.Galilei from ''Historia e dimostrazioni intorno alle Macchie Solari'' 1613 
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The distribution of sunspots changes regularly with heliographic latitude throughout the cycle. At 
sunspot minimum the first few sunspots of the new cycle appear at latitudes >30° north and south. 
Over the next few years spots become more numerous and emerge at lower and lower latitudes 
until at sunspots maximum they are mostly at latitudes between 10° and 20°. Then they decrease in 
number and the last sunspots of the cycle are mostly at latitudes 5° to 10° [Fig.10]. 
 
Fig. 10 The upper diagram shows the disposition of sunspots with the Sun latitude, for the characteristic shape the diagram is 
known as ‘Butterfly diagram’. The panel below shows the percentage of area of the visible hemisphere covered by sunspots. 
Sunspots cycles do not all have the same degree of activity, some cycles having up to four times as 
many sunspots as others. The time interval between maxima vary from about 8 to 15 years. There 
is also evidence for long periods with practically no sunspots, e.g. the ‘Maunder minimum’ from 
about 1650 to 1700 [Fig.11] (Eddy 1976). In [Fig.11a] updated sunspot number with the prediction 
of cycle 24 is shown. The Maunder minimum is possibly related with a small ice age in Europe. 
Controversially the level of the solar activity may be related with the climate situation on Earth. In 
[Fig.12] a new research in interaction between solar activity and Earth climate is shown. In 
particular the increasing temperature anomaly (difference from mean expected seasonal values) 
modified by anthropic causes may be ‘modulated’ by the solar cycle [Fig.12] [P. Thejll K. Lassen 
1999]. 
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Fig. 11 The diagram shows the number of sunspot groups registered since 1600. Note the Maunder Minimum which exactly 
coincides with the Little Ice Age, the dip in the early 19th century which also coincides with a cooling period and the very high and 
growing level of sunspots in the 20th century that coincides with a warming period. 
 
 
Fig.11a  The Solar Cycle 24 Prediction Panel. Solar minimum occurred in December, 2008. This still qualifies as a prediction since 
the smoothed sunspot number is only valid through September, 2009. The panel has decided that the next solar cycle will be 
below average in intensity, with a maximum sunspot number of 90. Given the predicted date of solar minimum and the predicted 
maximum intensity, solar maximum is now expected to occur in May, 2013. Note, this is a consensus opinion, not a unanimous 
decision. [NOAA/Space Weather Prediction Centre] 
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Fig. 12 This graph shows sunspot activity in the 20th century showing an apparent correlation between sunspot activity and the 
rise and fall of the average global temperature [Danish National Space Centre in Copenhagen]. 
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Solar Flares 
 
A solar flare is a large explosion in the Sun's atmosphere that can release as much as 6 × 1025 J of 
energy [G. Kopp et all 2005]. The first recorded observation of a flare phenomenon was made 
independently by two observers, R.C. Carrington and R. Hodgson,  on 1 September 1859. During a 
routine survey of sunspots on the solar disk, they 
witnessed  an intense brightening of regions in a 
complex sunspot group lasting only few minutes. 
This was a rare event in which the optical 
continuum is enhanced sufficiently to be visible 
in contrast over the photospheric visible 
emission. However the majority of flares are not 
so conspicuous in visible light, they reserve their 
strongest enhancements for spectral lines such 
as Hα, when copious amounts of energy are 
irradiated in EUV and soft X-ray wavelengths. 
Solar flares affect all layers of the solar 
atmosphere (photosphere, corona, and chromosphere), heating plasma to tens of millions of Kelvin 
and accelerating electrons, protons, and heavier ions to near the speed of light. They produce 
radiation across the electromagnetic spectrum at all wavelengths, from radio waves to gamma rays. 
Most flares occur in active regions around sunspots, where intense magnetic fields penetrate the 
photosphere to link the corona to the solar interior [Fig.12]. Flares are powered by the sudden 
(timescales of minutes to tens of minutes) release of magnetic energy stored in the corona.  
X-rays and UV radiation emitted by solar flares can affect Earth's ionosphere and disrupt long-range 
radio communications. Direct radio emission at decimetre wavelengths may disturb operation of 
radars and other devices operating at these frequencies. We will discuss later the interaction 
between solar storms and earth atmosphere. 
The frequency of occurrence of solar flares varies, from several per day when the Sun is particularly 
"active" to less than one each week when the Sun is "quiet". Large flares are less frequent than 
smaller ones. Solar activity varies with an 11-year cycle (the solar cycle) as seen in the previous 
section. Solar flares are classified as A, B, C, M or X according to the peak flux (in watts per square 
Fig. 13 Schematic diagram of a solar flare. Red and blue lines 
represent magnetic fields, carrying solar material off the 
surface. Flares occur when these field lines meet and 
"reconnect", producing huge explosions, and heating and 
acceleration of solar material. Credit: NASA Marshall Space 
Flight Center. 
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meter, W/m2) of 1.0 to 8.0 A,  X-rays near Earth, as measured on the GOES (Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellites ) spacecrafts [Fig.14]. Each class has a peak flux ten times 
greater than the preceding one, with X class flares having a peak flux of order 10−4 W/m2. Within a 
class there is a linear scale from 1 to 9, so an X2 flare is twice as powerful as an X1 flare, and is four 
times more powerful than an M5 flare (e.g. M4=4x10-5 W/m2). The more powerful M and X class 
flares are often associated with a variety of effects on the near-Earth space environment. Although 
the GOES classification is commonly used to indicate the size of a flare, it is only one measure. All 
flare classification prior to the 1960’s have relied on observations in the visible part of the 
spectrum. Visual light classification is based on the coverage area of flare in solar surface. Solar 
flares strongly influence the local space weather of the Earth. They produce streams of highly 
energetic particles in the solar wind and the Earth's magnetosphere that can present radiation 
hazards to spacecraft and astronauts. The soft X-ray flux of X class flares increases the ionisation of 
the upper atmosphere, which can interfere with short-wave radio communication and can increase 
the drag on low orbiting satellites, leading to orbital decay. Energetic particles in the 
magnetosphere contribute to the aurora borealis and aurora australis. 
 
Fig. 14 This two panels shows X-rays level emission measured by GOES spacecrafts. The graph left side is related to a quiet period 
when in the right side panel several M and C class flare appears.  
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Coronal mass ejections  
 
Many flares are observed to be associated with the ejection of matter into the outer corona and 
sometimes beyond. A coronal mass ejection (CME) is an ejection of material from the solar corona, 
usually observed with a white-light coronagraph. CMEs were first identified in observations made 
with space-borne coronagraphs in the 1970s. The ejected material is a plasma consisting primarily 
of electrons and protons (in addition to small quantities of heavier elements such as helium, 
oxygen, and iron), plus the entraining coronal magnetic field. A typical CME has a three part 
structure consisting of a cavity of low electron density, a dense core (the prominence, which 
appears as a bright region on coronagraph images) embedded in this cavity, and a bright leading 
edge [Fig.15-16]. It should be noted, however, that many CMEs are missing one of these elements, 
or even all three. Most CMEs originate from active regions as seen before. These regions have 
closed magnetic field lines, where the magnetic field strength is large enough to allow the 
containment of the plasma; the CME must open these field lines at least partially to escape from 
the sun.  
 
 
Fig. 15 A huge coronal mass ejection  is seen in this image. The white circle denotes the edge of the photosphere, so this mass 
ejection is about twice as large as the visible Sun. The black area corresponds to the occulting disk of the space-borne telescope, 
called coronagraph, that blocks intense sunlight and permits the tenuous, million-degree corona to be seen. This coronagraph image, 
taken on 27 February 2000 with the Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO) on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory. 
(SOHO). 
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However, CMEs can also be initiated in quiet sun regions (although in many cases the quiet region 
was recently active). During solar minimum, CMEs form primarily in the coronal streamer belt near 
the solar magnetic equator. During solar maximum, CMEs originate from active regions whose 
latitudinal distribution is more homogeneous. Coronal Mass Ejections range in speed from about 
20 km/s to 3200 km/s with an average speed (based on SOHO/LASCO measurements between 1996 
and 2003) of 489 km/s. The average mass based on coronagraph images is 1.6 × 1015 g. Due to the 
two-dimensional nature of the coronagraph measurements, these values are lower limits. The 
frequency of ejections depends on the phase of the solar cycle: from about one every other day  
near solar minimum to 5–6 per day near solar maximum. These values are also lower limits because 
CMEs propagating away from the Earth ("backside CMEs") can usually not be detected by 
coronagraphs. 
Current knowledge of CME kinematics indicates that the CME starts with an initial pre-acceleration 
phase characterised by a slow rising motion, followed by a period of rapid acceleration away from 
the Sun until a near-constant velocity is reached. Some "balloon" CMEs (usually the very slowest 
ones) lack this three-stage evolution, instead accelerating slowly and continuously throughout their 
flight. Even for CMEs with a well-defined acceleration stage, the pre-acceleration stage is often 
absent (or perhaps unobservable). 
 
Fig. 16 Structure of a CME.  [C. Monstein et al 2009]. 
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Images of many CMEs reveal a loop-like structure that propagates out through the corona above an 
active prominence or a flare. Even though many other CMEs exists that do not show this simple, 
nearly axisymmetric picture, the loop structure is often considered to be the canonical shape of 
ejections, and most theoretical studies relate to such events. Neither the flare nor the prominence 
‘causes’ the CMEs, rather all three phenomena are due to disturbance of the global magnetic field 
configuration in and around the site of flare or prominence. As seen in [Fig.16], mass visible by 
electron scattering is ejected in the form of an outgoing front, which is followed by a ‘void’, a dark 
area of the corona. Finally inside, and lower than the void, cooler material, observable in Hα, is 
moving out with velocity normally smaller then the above-mentioned front; this is the eruptive 
prominence or flare material.  
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Solar Radio Emission 
Physical mechanism 
 
Only three emission processes are involved in solar radio emission: plasma emission, gyromagnetic 
emission and bremsstrahlung. 
Plasma emission 
 
Plasma emission is the main emission mechanism for the vast majority of solar radio burst. A 
plasma emits electromagnetic radiation, primarily by the oscillation of free electrons in the 
Coulomb potential of the proton and also by free electrons undergoing transitions to other free 
states or to bound states of atoms and ions, but also by bound electrons as they undergo 
transitions to other bound states. If the electrons in a plasma are displaced from a uniform 
background of ions, electric fields will be built up in such a direction as to restore the neutrality of 
the plasma by pulling the electrons back to their original positions. Because of their inertia, the 
electrons will overshoot and oscillate around their equilibrium positions with a characteristic 
frequency known as the plasma frequency. 
The electric field is given by: 
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We obtain an harmonic motion of pulsation  
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 The frequency emitted depends of the particle density: 
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Where e is the electron charge, N is the electron density me is the electron mass . 
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Observational characteristic of this plasma emission are a narrow band of emission near the plasma 
frequency or its second harmonic. From a theoretical point of view, plasma emission can be defined 
as any emission process in which energy in Langmuir turbulence is partly converted into energy in 
escaping radiation [Melrose D.B.et al]. 
Gyromagnetic radiation 
 
Gyromagnetic radiation or cyclotron radiation is the generic name given for the process of emission 
or absorption of radiation due to spiralling motion of a charged particle in  a magnetic field. Gyro-
Synchrotron or simply synchrotron radiation is electromagnetic radiation, similar to cyclotron 
radiation, but generated by the acceleration of ultra 
relativistic (i.e. , moving near the speed of light) 
charged particles through magnetic fields. 
Synchrotron radiation occurs when a charged 
particle encounters a strong magnetic field. The 
particle is accelerated along a spiral path following 
the magnetic field and emitting radio waves in the 
process [Fig.17].  The radiation produced may range over the entire electromagnetic spectrum, 
from radio waves to infrared light, visible light, ultraviolet light, X-rays, and gamma rays. It is 
distinguished by its characteristic polarization and spectrum. In the radio case it is a distinct radio 
signature that reveals the strength of the magnetic field. 
Radiated power: 
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Where m is the mass of the charged particle, q is the charge, c is the speed of light, γ is the Lorentz 
factor, E is the electric field amplitude and H is the perpendicular magnetic field intensity.  
Bremsstrahlung 
 
The name comes from the German and means ‘breaking radiation’ . This process is associated with 
the plasma at a relatively low temperature (less than 106 K). The radiation process is due to the 
collision of an electron with an ion and the related deceleration of the electron due to the collision. 
Fig. 17 Gyromagnetic radiation scheme. 
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Bremsstrahlung processes are important for the quiet Sun. The term collision is a Coulombian 
interaction. In a plasma, distant encounters are frequent due to the long-range nature of the 
Coulomb field. These collisions cause electrons to radiate due to the accelerated motion.  
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Radio Burst 
 
The dynamics of solar corona is still not understood and new phenomena are unveiled every year. 
Several types of meterwave radio burst are often observed in conjunction with CMEs and flares. 
The mechanism by which plasma in the solar corona emits radio waves is still not well understood. 
Plasma oscillations, caused by fast electron streams and gyrosynchrotron radiation from energetic 
electrons trapped in magnetic field configurations, have been proposed as sources for different 
spectral types of solar emissions. Solar radio burst are of different types. Radio waves at meter and 
decimetre  length, can be used as a diagnostic of various solar processes. There are five types of 
radio signature: 
Type I storms; 
Spectral type I radio burst are the prominent feature of solar activity at metre wavelength having 
narrow bandwidth, lasting from a fraction of a second to a few minutes, plus a continuum (from 50 
to 100 MHz) lasting for hours or days. The short Type I radio burst is the only type of burst which 
has not been specifically associated with solar flares. Their association with sunspots and high 
brightness temperature signifies that the emission apparently originates in the corona in regions 
above large sunspots. The chances that a sunspot causes a noise storm increase with the area of 
the spot. This is expected, because there is a close relationship between the size of sunspots and 
their associated magnetic field. The noise storms are more frequent and intense during the 
maximum of the solar cycle, and are rare and weak during the minimum of the solar cycle [M. 
Gupta et all 2006]. Radio waves record emissions of solar active regions. The short duration of 
individual bursts suggest local acceleration of electrons to a few times the thermal energy, and 
from the observed source height at each frequency is believed that plasma emissions processes are 
involved. The long life of storms emitted by local energy release in the columnar source region is 
probably related to magnetic field recombination after new flux intrudes into existing fields. It is 
generally accepted that type I storms are produced by a form of fundamental plasma emission. The 
exciting agency for the Langmuir waves is a population of energetic particles trapped in a closed 
magnetic structure over an active region  [Kai K. Et al.]. The source of a type I storm is believed to 
have a columnar structure [Fig.18] in which emission at higher frequency comes from lower parts of 
the structure. Type I bursts have variability in different characteristics as polarization, intensity from 
one event to another. Type I storms appear to have a background continuum. This background has 
a broader spectrum than individual bursts. The cause is unknown, but the process seems to be 
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related to a continuous reconnections above active regions. The individual burst often occur in 
clusters each of which lasts for about a minute. This event is known as type I chain.  In type I chains 
the bursts tend to cluster together  in tens of hundreds generally slowly drifting to low frequencies 
with time. 
 
Fig. 18 Illustration of the columnar structure of a type I storm. [McLean 1981] 
 
Type II  shocks; 
These energetic phenomenon are indicative of magnetohydrodynamic shocks (MHD) in the low 
corona. Shocks may occur from flares and fast moving CME’s in regions of the corona where the 
plasma velocity become superalfvenic. Type II radio burst are detected at metre wavelengths 
lasting from 5 to 30 minutes. Coronal type II solar radio bursts often appear as two bands with a 
frequency in the range 20 -400 MHz that drift slowly downwards in frequency due to the density 
drop off with increasing distance from the sun. The rate of frequency drift is consistent with an 
MHD shock moving through the solar corona and driving radiation near fp
1 and 2fp [Nelson et all 
1985]. It has long been hypothesised that the type II radiation is produced at f1p and 2fp by 
nonlinear processes involving Langmuir waves which are driven by electron beams accelerated at 
the shock [Nelson et all 1985]. The sources are large (≈0.5 RSun), with some sources of 1 RSun of 
thickness revealed. The apparent size of a type II burst increases rapidly with decreasing frequency 
                                                          
1
 Plasma frequency 
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[Nelson and Melrose]. These burst are usually unpolarized except for the herringbone variant of 
type II burst, in which the characteristic slow drifting band appears to be a source from which 
rapidly drifting, short duration bursts emerge. This latter variant appears to be strongly polarized. 
Observations of type II bursts show that the motion of the propagating shock is not always radial; 
there is evidence and detection of tangential motions up to 2000 km s-1 [Nelson and Melrose 1985]. 
Now is accepted that MHD shocks are the exciting mechanism of the type II burst. The early 
suggestion of the exciting agency were streams of ions [Wild 1950] and gas-dynamic shock. Both 
these mechanisms encountered difficulties such as the high ion velocity necessary to generate the 
Langmuir waves required for a plasma emission. In particular a stream of charged particles is 
unstable to Langmuir waves only if the streaming speed is greater than the thermal velocity of 
electrons by a factor at least of three. This means that for the corona, velocities of 4000 km s-1 are 
required, when the observed upper limit for type II burst speed is around 2000 km s-1 . The main 
difficulty of the gas dynamic shock is related to the low collision frequency in the corona. In this 
condition the thickness of the shock would exceed the size of a solar radius and this is inconsistent 
with the radiation observed confined in a narrow frequency band. MHD shocks were suggested by 
Uchida (1960) and Wild (1962) as the exciting mechanism. In this case the shock has a speed 
greater than that of a fast MHD wave: 
          
    
  
  
   
      
  
    
  
   
   (7) 
Where VA is the Alfven velocity, Cs the sound speed and θ the angle between the  wave normal and 
the magnetic direction. In the corona the sound speed Cs<<VA ; in this condition [Eq.7] reduces to: 
               (8) 
Observations are consistent with a MHD shock propagation described by [Eq.8]. A type II exciter in 
the vicinity of a flare is therefore likely to remain sub-Alfvénic while it traverses the low corona 
region (with high VA). When in the higher corona (at lower Alfvén speeds), it will have a sufficient 
velocity to form a shock-wave. This mechanism explains the apparent retard  in the occurrence of 
the burst with respect to the starting time of the flare and is consistent with the general low 
frequency of occurrence of the radio type II bursts. We will discuss later the contrast with type III 
burst occurrence in relation to flares and occurrence at higher frequencies.  
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The drift of Type II bursts stops at frequencies around 20 MHz, in the region in which the Alfvén 
speed increase again, so the condition expressed to the [Eq.8] is not satisfied and the shock-wave 
disappear. It is important to note that at frequency around 10-20 MHz ground-based observations 
are at the edge of the radio window but the spacecraft observations of type II burst confirm the 
drifting stop at around 20 MHz. It is believed the first stage of the shock front acceleration is 
performed by the impulsive phase of the flare, when a second process of acceleration seems to be 
performed by first-order Fermi acceleration. As the front moves towards the top of the magnetic 
loop, (see the schematic representation for type II radio burst in [Fig.19]) electrons are accelerated 
by reflection from the shock at the sides of the loop. The shock wave propagates towards the top of 
the loop in which energetic particles are trapped. The trapped particles can reflect from the shock 
front. The particles gain energy from this bounce and fly back across the shock, where they can be 
scattered by magnetic inhomogeneities ahead of the shock. This enables the particles to bounce 
back and forth again and again, gaining energy each time. Because the mean energy gain depends 
only linearly on the shock velocity, this process is called first-order Fermi acceleration. Every 
reflection is head-on and hence a net energy gain for the particle is obtained. However this 
acceleration is finite in time because of the finite propagation of the shock front in the magnetic 
loop. 
 
 
Fig. 19 Schematic representation of the shock front accelerated by Fermi mechanism in the magnetic loop for type II burst and the 
type III electron beams escaping from open magnetic field lines. [STEREO SWAVE illustration modified]. 
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Type II bursts then can be explained as plasma emission associated with MHD shock produced by 
acceleration related to a sufficiently strong flare. However all the process involved are not 
completely clear, and the phenomena are not still understood in detail.  
Band Splitting 
 
Many of the bursts show a secondary doubling of the bands ; the splitting ∆f/f is around 10% in 
each of the fundamental and harmonic bands. Early interpretation of the splitting of fundamental 
and harmonic bands involved  magnetic splitting or Doppler splitting. Both are unsatisfactory; 
magnetic splitting requires unacceptably strong magnetic fields, and Doppler spitting requires a 
current which would cause electrons to flow at unacceptably high speed relative to ions in a 
laminar shock model. Another interpretation is related to the local inhomogeneous structure in the 
corona. Smerd et al. (1974) suggested that the two bands correspond to emission in front of and 
behind the shock front. The electron density jumps at a shock front by a factor related to the shock 
Mach number MA (this method will be used in the next section of this work to estimate the Mach 
number of the shock using the band splitting of a type II burst).    
Type III burst; 
These are from electron beams escaping along open magnetic field lines (as suggested by Wild in 
the 1950s). Type III bursts typically start in the corona at frequencies of order 100 MHz, and then 
drift downwards in frequency as the driving electrons move out into the increasingly tenuous 
plasma of the solar wind. The drift rate df/dt is around 100 MHz s-1, faster than other drifting burst 
(like the type I chains and type II bursts discussed before). An electron stream move out in the 
corona at velocities of about one third of the speed of light causing plasma oscillations (Langmuir 
waves) that irradiate at their characteristic frequencies. Both electron streams and Langmuir waves 
have been detected by spacecraft observations. Regarding the instruments for the detection of 
these burst, high resolution in time and frequency are required. Type III bursts occur over a 
frequency range 1GHz > f > 10 kHz; this means that this is an extended phenomena ranging from 
the low corona to beyond the orbit of Earth, see [Table 1]. These bursts are common related with 
solar active regions, but sporadically are recorded even during periods of no flare activity. Type III 
bursts commonly occur in groups of 10 or more, and during impulsive flare activity intense groups 
often occur even if the majority of impulsive flare has no type III burst related. The duration varies 
inversely with frequency and the rise time is shorter than the decay time, (that can be considered 
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exponential [Evans et al. 1973]). Type III bursts show harmonic structure at meter and decametre 
wavelengths, when interplanetary type III bursts almost never show fundamental/harmonic 
structure. Both coronal and interplanetary bursts usually have brightness temperatures in excess of 
1010 K, with a maximum of order 1015 K, thereby requiring a coherent emission mechanism. It is 
now well accepted that type III bursts are associated with electron beams, which develop as faster 
electrons outrun slower electrons to form a localised hump in the electron distribution at velocities 
parallel to the magnetic field which are much larger than the electron thermal speed in the solar 
wind.  
Table 1 Relative frequency, radial Height and source size of Type III radio burst [From Suzuki and Dulk: Burst of type III and V ]. 
Frequency (MHz) 169 80 43 0.03 
Radial Height (RSun) 1.3 1.7 2.2 200 
Source size 5’ 11’ 20’ 1AU 
 
The electron stream escaping from open magnetic field and causing the radio burst contains about 
1033 electrons and reach a cross section of about 1 AU2 at 1AU [Lin 1974]. The electron streams 
usually originate at low altitudes where the plasma frequency is more than 100 MHz, corresponding 
to a density of Ne around 10
8 cm-3. The electron streams are guided by the magnetic field lines and 
because of the presence of ‘open’ magnetic field lines (in the sense that they close at some very 
large distance from the Sun) in active regions, these particles can travel and proceed into the 
interplanetary region reaching Earth’s atmosphere. In [Fig.20] is shown how the source size of type 
III burst increase rapidly with the propagation as reported in [Table 1], due to the fast diverging 
magnetic field lines. The electrons are trapped in a beam cone centred on the Sun, as they 
propagate the density and the emission frequency decrease when the source size increase. 
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Fig. 20 Schematic illustration of field lines diverging rapidly as they emanate from an active region  
[From Suzuki and Dulk: Burst of type III and V]. 
 
Circular polarization of type III bursts can be used to determine other properties of the magnetic 
field. In particular, left-hand polarization implies fields with longitudinal components directed 
towards the observer. The degree of circular polarization in undoubtedly related to the strength 
and direction of the magnetic field in the source [Suzuki and Dulk]. To conclude this overview of 
type III burst we have to admit that several crucial observational and theoretical aspects have yet to 
be explained. Type III burst are probably the most intensively studied form of radio emission from 
the Sun, capturing the attention of plasma theorists due to the considerable quantity of 
information present in the plasma parameters and because the Sun and the solar corona represent 
an ideal laboratory in which evolution of various particle and wave processes can be studied 
uninterrupted by the presence of walls and boundaries. 
Type IV events; 
 
The continua observed during periods of activity represent the radiation of energetic electrons 
trapped within magnetic  structures and plasmoids and they appear under the name type IV bursts 
[Kundu et al. 2001]. 
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The stationary type IV bursts (IV mB) emanate from magnetic structures usually located above 
active regions [Robinson 1985]; they often present significant fine structure [Slottje 1981]. The 
source model of solar type IV bursts consists of two interacting loops with one spatial order of 
magnitude scale difference.   
The moving type IV bursts [Boischot 1958] are emitted from sources of meter wave continuum 
which are believed to move outwards at velocities of the order of 100−1000 km s−1; their spectrum 
is often featureless and sometimes last more than 10 min. Some of them appear following type II 
bursts and are possibly caused by energetic electrons produced in the wake of the type II shock. 
Others may originate from energetic electron populations trapped in expanding magnetic arches or 
plasmoids, i.e. blobs of dense plasma containing their own magnetic field [Wild & Smerd 1972], 
[Stewart 1985]. A number of moving type IV bursts, abbreviated in (IVM) are believed to originate 
within the densest substructures of CMEs [Aurass 1997; Aurass et al. 1999]; the work by Klein & 
Mouradian (2002), Bastian et al. (2001) provides more evidence which corroborates this point of 
view, associating the type IV source with the erupting prominences within the CMEs. In the work of 
[C. Caroubalos et al.] results that 77% of the type IV continua were associated with CMEs, which is 
higher that the CME-type II association probability. Gyro-Synchrotron source model from  middle 
relativistic particles seems to be a satisfactory mechanism to account for the radiation from IVM 
burst [Nelson 1977].  
 
Type V events; 
In 1959 one year later Boischot’s classification of type IV bursts, Wild et al. classified type V bursts 
on the basis of their wide spectra, the moderately long duration and the association with type III 
burst.  Wild in 1959 originally suggested that type V radiation was due to synchrotron radiation. 
This hypothesis was abandoned for the few presence of electrons of energy >1 MeV necessary for 
synchrotron radiation along solar magnetic field. Weiss and Stewart in 1965 introduced the plasma 
emission mechanism for these burst. Type V bursts can be explained by a model involving harmonic 
plasma radiation, open field lines, pitch angle scattering, and low speed electrons. Type V solar 
radio bursts are defined as continuum emission following a Type III burst,  
x-mode polarized (opposite sense to the associated Type III). The cause is slower  
Type III-like electrons in widely diverging magnetic fields [Fig.20], with both forward and counter 
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streaming Langmuir Waves, generated by the previous passage of Type III electrons. In [Fig.21] the 
occurrence of these bursts is shown following the type III emission for a typical solar flare.  
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Fig. 21 A schematic representation of the different phases of a typical solar flare as observed in electromagnetic and particle 
radiation [Adapted from Kane 1974] [Dulk et al.]. 
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Fig. 22 Dynamic spectrum showing Type II and III burst and Type I noise storm. 
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Effects on Earth of solar storms 
Biological 
 
Intense solar flares release very-high-energy particles that can be as injurious to humans as the low-
energy radiation from nuclear blasts. Earth's atmosphere and magnetosphere allow adequate 
protection for us on the ground, but astronauts in space are subject to potentially lethal dosages of 
radiation. The penetration of high-energy particles into living cells, measured as radiation dose, 
leads to chromosome damage and, potentially, cancer. Large doses can be fatal immediately. Solar 
protons with energies greater than 30 MeV are particularly hazardous. In October 1989, the Sun 
produced enough energetic particles that an astronaut on the Moon, wearing only a space suit and 
caught out in the brunt of the storm, would probably have died.  
Communications 
 
Many communication systems utilize the ionosphere to reflect radio signals over long distances. 
Ionospheric storms can affect radio communication at all latitudes. Some radio frequencies are 
absorbed and others are reflected, leading to rapidly fluctuating signals and unexpected 
propagation paths. TV and commercial radio stations are little affected by solar activity, but 
ground-to-air, ship-to-shore2, Voice of America3, Radio Free Europe, and amateur radio are 
frequently disrupted. Radio operators using high frequencies rely upon solar and geomagnetic 
alerts to keep their communication circuits up and running.  
Some military detection or early-warning systems are also affected by solar activity. The Over-the-
Horizon Radar bounces signals off the ionosphere in order to monitor the launch of aircraft and 
missiles from long distances. During geomagnetic storms, this system can be severely hampered by 
radio clutter. Some submarine detection systems use the magnetic signatures of submarines as one 
input to their locating schemes. Geomagnetic storms can mask and distort these signals. 
                                                          
2 The Marine Radiotelephone Service or HF ship-to-shore operates on shortwave radio frequencies, using single-
sideband modulation. The usual method is that a ship calls a shore station, and the shore station's marine operator 
connects the caller to the public switched telephone network. Short wave radio is used because it bounces between the 
ionosphere and the ground, giving a modest 1,000 watt transmitter (the standard power) a world-wide range. 
3 Voice of America (VOA) is the official external radio and television broadcasting service of the United States federal 
government. VOA broadcasts by satellite and on FM, AM, and shortwave radio frequencies. 
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Satellites 
 
Solar flares can also doom satellites. Reaching the earth in just eight minutes, their powerful UV 
and X rays help heat up and expand the atmosphere, thereby increasing molecular drag on low-
orbiting satellites and shortening their orbital life. Another problem for satellites differential 
charging. During geomagnetic storms, the number and energy of electrons and ions increase. When 
a satellite travels through this energized environment, the charged particles striking the spacecraft 
cause different portions of the spacecraft to be differentially charged. Eventually, electrical 
discharges can arc across spacecraft components, harming and possibly disabling them.  Bulk 
charging (also called deep charging) occurs when energetic particles, primarily electrons, penetrate 
the outer covering of a satellite and deposit their charge in its internal parts. If sufficient charge 
accumulates in any one component, it may attempt to neutralize by discharging to other 
components. This discharge is potentially hazardous to the satellite's electronic systems. 
Electric Power 
 
When magnetic fields move about in the vicinity of a conductor such as a wire, an electric current is 
induced into the conductor. This happens on a grand scale during geomagnetic storms. Power 
companies transmit alternating current to their customers via long transmission lines. The nearly 
direct currents induced in these lines from geomagnetic storms are harmful to electrical 
transmission equipment. 
Oil & Gas Pipelines 
 
Rapidly fluctuating geomagnetic fields can induce currents into pipelines. During these times, 
several problems can arise for pipeline engineers. Flow meters in the pipeline can transmit 
erroneous flow information, and the corrosion rate of the pipeline is dramatically increased. If 
engineers unwittingly attempt to balance the current during a geomagnetic storm, corrosion rates 
may increase even more. Pipeline managers routinely receive alerts and warnings to help them 
provide an efficient and long-lived system. 
Auroras 
 
Auroras most often glow green, the colour emitted by oxygen atoms high in the upper atmosphere 
after they are struck by bombarding electrons from Earth's magnetosphere. Red displays are rarer, 
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sometimes involving energized nitrogen molecules lower down in the atmosphere (an indication of 
a more potent geomagnetic storm). Auroras that extend away from the poles and closer to the 
equator also reflect strong storm conditions. The Northern Lights/Southern Lights, or Aurora 
Borealis, is  natures own gigantic light-show. An Aurora Borealis occurs when the particles from the 
sun are being thrown against the earth by the solar wind. When the particles collide with the 
Earth’s atmosphere, the energy of the particles are turned into light. 
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Plasma and Alfven waves 
 
The space surrounding the Sun, its corona and beyond, is a plasma.  Indeed, much of all space is 
occupied by plasma. The planets and their satellites each carry an electric charge as they travel 
through this plasma. The plasma sea in which the solar system floats extends out to what is called 
the heliopause, where there is probably a double layer that separates our Sun's plasma from the 
lower voltage plasma that fills our arm of the Milky Way galaxy. In solar flares and coronal mass 
ejections (CMEs), charged particles are thrown outward from the Sun. These particles can escape 
from the magnetic lines of the sun with a high energy and some of them can continue as travelling 
shocks in the interplanetary space. Coronal and interplanetary shocks can be the source of type II 
radio radiation from metric to deca–hectometric wave, generally in the spectrograph are visible as 
strips slowly drifting to low frequencies. These strips are usually called ‘’backbone’’ and are 
associated to the propagating shock travelling outwards in the corona [G. Mann et all 2003]. 
Emission strips shooting out from the backbone represents type III radio burst that are the radio 
signature of electron beams propagating along ‘’open’’ magnetic field lines in the corona and partly 
in interplanetary space [G. Mann et all 2003]. Essentially all flares have a first phase of particle 
acceleration wherein electrons are promptly accelerated to energies of ≈100 KeV, this phase is 
characterized by hard X-Ray and microwave emission, and type III burst [T. Bastian et all 1998]. 
Large flares are also characterized by a second phase about 10 minutes after the first, signified by a 
metric-λ type II burst, where a shock wave produced by the initial energy release propagates out of 
the corona. Here electrons and ions are Fermi accelerated to high energies about 100 MeV and 1 
GeV.   
In 1942, Alfvén discovered that magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves are of three kinds: two 
magneto acoustic waves (slow and fast modes) which are compressible and can be subject to 
damping, and the so-called Alfvén wave which propagates along the magnetic field and is 
incompressible. The Alfvén wave propagates at the Alfvén speed given by: 
   
       
   
    (9) 
where B cos(α) is the magnetic field component normal to the shock front and ρ is the density of 
the plasma. Since Alfven’s work on MHD waves, the Alfvén speed has been shown to be an 
important quantity in understanding many physical processes in the solar atmosphere such as: 
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 The coronal heating problem; 
 the (non-) equilibrium state of the corona; 
 the initiation and propagation of coronal mass ejections (CMEs).  [S. Reginer et all 2008] 
 EUV (extreme ultraviolet) waves         
 
Using a model of the local Alfvén speed and an estimate of the Mach number it is possible to 
estimate the outflow speed of the shock. In fact the velocity of the shock is related with the Alfven 
speed by: 
   
      
  
    (10) 
with MA Alfven Mach number. There are some methods that permit an estimation of the Alfvén 
Mach number, and then derive the velocity of the shock and other important parameters. (see 
experimental methods)  
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Experimental Method 
 
Antenna  
 
The project started with the spectrograph construction. First of all a log-periodic antenna was built. 
A log-periodic antenna is a broadband, multi-element, unidirectional, narrow-beam antenna that 
has impedance and radiation characteristics that are regularly repetitive as a logarithmic function of 
the excitation frequency. This antenna design is used where a wide range of frequencies is needed 
while still having moderate gain and directionality.  
Receiver 
 
In Europe, the possibility of detecting all radio waves between 45 and 870 MHz is limited [Fig.7]. 
Certain channels in this frequency range are used by telecommunication systems and other such 
anthropogenic signals. Callisto spectrometers were built to cover this particular frequency range. 
The main head of the project is at ETH Zurich radio observatory in Bleien, Switzerland. The acronym 
CALLISTO means Compound, Astronomical, Low cost, Low frequency  Instrument  for Spectroscopy 
and Transportable Observatory. This work will illustrate the set up of the instrument starting from 
the assembling of the hardware, the development of the software, and the data analysis. [A. Benz 
et all 2008] 
 
The CALLISTO spectrometer is composed of a handful of standard electronic components easily 
available from the consumer market and assembled on a single PCB (printed circuit board). This PCB 
fits into a standard aluminium box and has connectors for the antenna, computer, power supply, 
focal plane unit and—as an option—an external 1 MHz clock source. The main specifications are 
listed in Table 1. Up to now, almost all CALLISTO spectrometers have been assembled by young 
apprentice mechanics of the ETH physics department. Each CALLISTO was tested using an 
automated test setup, controlled by a PC connected to a programmable radio signal generator via 
IEEE488 interface bus. The worldwide distribution is displayed in [Fig. 7]. An important first step 
was a site evaluation, revealing sometimes unexpected interference by nearby radio transmitters 
[see Future work]. A spectral overview was made using a special function of CALLISTO for every 
host site. It allows measuring the whole frequency range from 45 to 870 MHz in steps of 62.5 KHz 
leading to potentially 13,120 channels. This high resolution spectrum is then used to create a 
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dedicated frequency program avoiding channels with terrestrial interference. Such a frequency 
program observes only those frequencies with low radio frequency interference (rfi) and if needed 
it jumps over spectral ranges like the FM band between 80 and 110 MHz. In most cases, the 
detected interference was made by computers or devices near the spectrograph. A major 
advantage of the CALLISTO instrument is the programmable maximum gain of the antenna input 
power in the range of -70 dBm up to -30 dBm to cope with the dissimilar level radio frequency 
interference at different locations and obtain the best signal to noise ratio. [A. Benz et all 2008] 
In general, there is no need for a permanent operator. Once the system is powered and configured 
it runs automatically, controlled by an internal scheduler of the PC. This scheduler allows automatic 
starting and stopping of observations as well as controlling of an optional focal plane unit with up 
to 64 different configurations. It is realized by a 6-bit digital output connected to a standard SUB-
D25 connector. This option is needed for automatic calibration or antenna switching. An operator is 
needed only in case of missing internet connection to transfer data manually to an external data 
server.  
The same software which is used for the observation of solar radio flares can also be used to 
monitor rfi. Rfi monitoring is of general interest in today’s radio polluted environment. This 
monitoring data may also be used to send reports about interfering emissions to the local 
administration. 
Only data files relating to times of flares as reported in the list of NOAA  are transferred to the ETH 
server, all others are ignored. It means that only data with a certain probability to contain a solar 
radio event are collected. The finally transferred and stored data are then sorted into a structured 
archive on ETH server having free access for everybody. [A. Benz et all 2008] 
Documents: http://www.astro.phys.ethz.ch/instrument/callisto/ecallisto/applidocs.htm 
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[A. Benz et all 2008] 
 
 
Fig. 23 Worldwide distribution of CALLISTO spectrograph. 
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Pre amplifier 
 
This super low noise wideband amplifier was designed to cover the 5 - 1500 MHz frequency range. 
The noise figure is typically  1.2 dB at 20 dB gain. Simultaneously the broadband amplifier has a high 
IP 3 and a output power of > 100 mW. With this outstanding performences, this amplifier may be 
used for many applications. The amplifier is coupled via a high pass filter for suppressing 
frequencies below 5 MHz. For the CALLISTO spectrograph the amplifier was positioned in a 
waterproof aluminium box, see [Fig.8]. Specifications in Table 2. 
 
       
Fig. 24 Amplifier and aluminium waterproof box. 
 
Table 2  Main specifications of the amplifier  [www.kuhne-electronic.de] 
Parameter       Specification 
 
Type KU LNA BB 0515 A-SMA 
Frequency range  5 ... 1500 MHz 
Gain typ. 20 dB 
min. 17 dB @ 1500 MHz 
Input power max. +12 dBm  
Noise figure @ 18 °C typ. 1.2 dB NF; max. 2.0 dB NF (30 ... 1500 MHz) 
IP3 @ 20 MHz 33 dBm 
IP3 @ 100 ... 1500 MHz > 33 dBm 
Output power P1dB typ. 21 dBm  
IP3 out  typ. 33 dBm  
Input return loss (S11) typ. 6 dBm  
Input and Output impedance 50 (75) Ohm  
Supply voltage  + 12 ... 14 V DC  
Current consumption  typ. 120 mA 
Input connector  SMA - female  
Output connector  SMA - female  
Case milled aluminium case 
Dimensions (mm)  50 x 30 x 17 
Weight  50 g 
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Mount 
 
The antenna mount is projected to be used at the Birr Castle and must be resistant and stable to 
support the antenna and provide a correct support even during days of unstable weather. The 
dimensions and the shape are shown in [Fig. 10]. The antenna mount was built by the TCD 
mechanical workshop. In [Fig.9] is shown the first mount part assembled for a measurement test.  
 
Fig. 25 Callisto antenna mount project. 
 
Fig. 26 Mount base assembling in the TCD SNIAM conference room. 
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Spectrograph Assembling 
 
The spectrometer have been shipped by an ETH engineer to the Trinity College Astrophysics Group. 
The instrument works with a PC software. The test of the spectrometer were performed connecting 
the device to a PC and running the software provided by ETH Zurich [Fig. 12]. 
Fig. 27 Photo mosaic of antenna assembling: (a-c) Antenna elements, (b) Antenna assembling,   
(d) P.Zucca, P. Gallagher, E. Carley, (e) Assembled antenna.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 28 Photo mosaic of the spectrometer. 
 
 
 
 
                     
   
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) 
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Fig. 29 Fit file from Callisto spectrograph. 
 
Collecting data 
 
Callisto returns an output of a standard FITS file that represents a frequencies versus time diagram. 
From the raw data it is very difficult to see a solar flare, so it is necessary to process the image, 
creating a specific diagram that gives a clear radio signature of a flare or CME. The Analysis is made 
with IDL (Interactive Data Language). 
 
 
Fig. 30 Spectrograph data of Type II radio burst at Kasi S.Korea. 
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Fig. 31 Spectrograph data of Type II radio burst at Gauribidanur India. 
 
In [Fig.14-15] the spectrograph data shows a Type II radio signature. Type II radio emissions are 
caused by plasma waves excited by shocks and converted into radio waves at the local plasma 
frequency or its harmonics.  This kind of emission is observed to drift toward lower frequencies. 
This results from the decrease of the plasma density when the shock propagate in the outer regions 
of the Solar atmosphere. The connection between type II bursts and shocks is extremely complex. 
The important relation between the frequency observed and the particle density can be used.  
    
   
   
 
 
 
         (11) 
The emission frequency depends on the local electron density which can be a complicated function 
of space coordinates, especially in active regions. Shock waves can propagate out of active regions 
and into the corona and interplanetary space.  
Models for the solar particle density such Newkirk, Mann & Klassen can be used to extrapolate the 
position of the shock.  
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Density model derivation 
 
Heliospheric density models are derived by evaluating the spherical solutions of 
magnetohydrodstatic equations including the thermal pressure and the gravitational force of the 
sun. Magnetohydrodynamic equations: 
  
  
  
              (12)4 
   
  
  
            
 
  
            (13)5 
  
  
               (14)6 
 
Are supplemented by the gravitational force and the isothermal equation of state: 
    
   
  
          (15)
7 
 
                 (16)
8 
The mass density ρ and the electron number density N are related by: 
                 (17)
9 
Here stationary spherical symmetric solutions of (6) and (7) are required, equations can be 
integrated: 
                   (18) 
  
  
  
  
   
    
 
  
  
 
   
  
      (19) 
Eliminating N(r) in (12) by using (11), (12) can be integrated to: 
                                                          
4
 v:  velocity of flow, ρ: mass density 
5
 p: thermal pressure, f: external force 
6
 B: magnetic field 
7
 G: gravitational constant, Ms: mass of the sun, nr : unit vector along the radial direction 
8
 N: electron number density, kB : Boltzmann’s constant, T: temperature 
9
 mp: proton mass,   : mean molecular weight 
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       (20)10 
Equation (20) represents the Parker’s wind equation 
Now the density model N(r) can be obtained by substituting the solution v(r) of (18) into (16). In the 
limit v<<vc  (18) and (16) can be solved analytically in terms of a barometric height formula.  
            
 
  
 
  
 
         (21) 
With   
    
   
 and           and Rs is the solar radius. 
Solution (20) corresponds to a barometric height formula with the temperature of 1.4 ∙104 K.   
[G. Mann et all 1999] 
 
Newkirk             
    
    
             
   (22) 
 
Mann & Klassen               
     
 
              (23) 
 
Allen           
                                (24) 
 
  
                                                          
10 With the critical velocity             
   
   
 
 
 
 and the critical radius    
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Alfven Mach Fig. 32 The two freq. branch in the plasma compression. 
 
Mach number estimation first approach 
 
An approach to the determination of the Alfvén Mach number, is to consider the plasma emission 
from the upstream and downstream shock region [3]. In front of the shock (upstream region) the 
plasma is characterized by the electron density n1 and emits radio waves at the frequency fL (lower 
frequency branch LFB). The plasma behind the shock is compressed to the density n2>n1 and 
corresponding to the frequency fu , upper frequency (upper frequency branch UFB). 
Defining two parameters, the relative band-split: 
    
       
  
     (25) 
and the compression ratio: 
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
             (26) 
Once the compression ratio is known the Alfvén Mach Number can be estimated, with the 
necessary assumptions [Vrsnak et all 2002]. 
 
 
UFB 
LFB 
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In case of perpendicular shock (θ=90°), where θ is the angle between the bow shock normal and 
the magnetic field, the Alfvén Mach number is related to the compression number by: 
    
         
      
     (27) 
β is the ratio of the thermal pressure to magnetic pressure, an important parameter in plasma 
physics. Highly structured patterns observed in the EUV wavelength range indicate that the coronal 
plasma is controlled by the magnetic field and β<<1 *G. Gary 2001] 
  
   
  
  
          (28) 
In case of parallel shock (θ=0°) 
              (29)  
But there is an upper limit on the compression ratio which depends on the value of β: 
       
 
 
      (30) 
[Vrsnak et all 2002]. 
 
Fig. 33 Geometry of perpendicular and parallel shocks the black vector represents  
the shock normal and the red vector field is the magnetic field of the Sun. 
 
θ=90° 
θ=0° 
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Fig. 34 Particle Density profile and height using Newkirk Model. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Velocity and acceleration of the shock front determination 
 
From equation (5) and the models (20),(21),(22), for electron density is now possible to derive the 
height of the shock. 
In [Fig.18] is shown the electron density    . The distance in solar radius obtained is strongly 
dependent on the model used. 
From the spectrograph data the frequency function f(t) can be extrapolated, then from  
  
  
 it is 
possible to obtain  
  
  
 , this indicate the velocity of the shock wave. 
The full velocity V is related to the radial velocity Vr  by            , where α denotes the angle 
between the straight line and the radial direction [Fig.19]. 
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Fig. 35 Reference scheme for radial velocity 
 
Fig. 36 Height and velocity plot for Kasi type II burst. 
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The function obtained is r [Km]= -0.039 t2  [s]+ 543.73 t [s]+ 65.184 but if we want to have just a 
mean velocity it is sufficient the first order r[Km]= 537.71 t [s] + 210.41 which gives the order of 
magnitude of the mean radial velocity of the shock wave in the range [1.46-1.60] solar radii that is 
538 Km s-1. Result is in good agreement with what we expect for Type II burst.  
For the initial acceleration, height and velocity for Kasi burst we obtain: 
           
  
  
       
 
  
 ;              
   ;                      
  
 
  
 
 
Fig. 37 Height and velocity plot for Gauri type II burst. 
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For the initial acceleration, height and velocity for Gauri burst using the Newkirk density model we 
obtain: 
          
  
  
         
 
  
  ;                  ;                      
  
 
  
Similarly using Mann and Kassel model:     
           
  
  
         
 
  
  ;                  ;                    
  
 
  
 
The main velocity in the range [1.35-1.65] solar radius is 455 Km/h. Using Newkirk density model.  
The main velocity in the range [1.27-1.46] solar radius is 534 Km/h. Using Mann & Kassel density 
model. 
The results for acceleration and velocity have a dependency on the choice of model used, this 
choice is often arbitrary. However the order of magnitude of the results is the same both models. 
The second burst of the Korean event of 31-Dec-2007 [Fig.14] is now analyzed.  The backbone is 
very short so the extrapolation of a parabolic function from the data proved difficult. In this case, 
we use 3 linear functions to derive the order of magnitude of the velocity of the shock. 
 
Fig. 38 Kasi second burst Height r(t) plot. 
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Mach number, Alfven speed,  magnetic field and shock speed estimation 
 
The results using the method described for the first approach are shown in the next plots. 
Compression number, Alfven Mach number, shock speed, and Alfvén speed are plotted and 
compared with the models. 
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Fig. 39 Results obtained for Kasi type II burst first backbone. 
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Fig. 40 Alfvén velocity obtained for Kasi burst second backbone. 
 
The Alfvén speed obtained shows a minimum that is in agreement with the Alfvén speed model. 
See [Fig.25] and [Fig.28] for data comparison. 
 
Fig. 41 Plot of Alfvén speed of Mann & Klassen work [G, Mann et all 2003]. 
 
Once the Mach number is obtained, the magnetic field can be extrapolated with (8) and (7). 
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Fig. 42 Magnetic field obtained with BDW approach for Kasi type II burst. 
The magnetic field data obtained are fitted with a power low function  B(r) = 6.7 ±0.9(R/Rs)-3.4±0.7  in 
good agreement with the dipole magnetic field model. 
       
 
  
 
  
    (31)    k≈*1-10+G and β≈3. 
 
Fig. 43 Results obtained for Gauribidanur type II flare. 
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Alfven Mach Number estimation second approach 
 
The second approach to derive the Alfvén Mach number is to use the magnetic field model and  the 
equation (8) end (7)  
   
      
  
    (8) ;    
       
   
  (7) 
In particular Alfvén velocity can be obtained from the magnetic field: 
       
    
         
              
     (7a) 
Using the dipole model of sun magnetic field (29), the Alfvén velocity can be extrapolated from (7), 
using the shock velocity obtained in the parabolic fit. 
The complete magnetic field B can be composed of that of an active region Bar and of the quiet Sun 
BqS  : 
               (32) 
The Alfvén speed depends on the magnetic field of the active region. If the orientation of the dipole 
shown in [Fig. 29] changes then the Alfvén speed can present the parallel or anti-parallel trend 
[Fig.28].   
                       
Fig. 44 Alfven Velocity comparison with Mann&Klassen Model. 
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Fig. 45 Scheme reference, the dipole of the active region is shown in a blu-red rectangle.  
The orientation of this dipole causes the two different Alfven speed cases (parallel and antiparallel).  
 
Using the Mann&Klassen models for the Alfvén speed in the case of the parallel and the 
perpendicular case and comparing it with the data obtained it is also possible to predict the 
orientation of the active region magnetic field with respect to the quiet sun dipole magnetic field. 
The magnetic fields of the active region dipole and the quiet Sun can be superimposed in two 
different manners: Along the z-axis the magnetic fields are directed either parallel (“+” sign) or 
antiparallel (“−” sign). Henceforth, these cases are called the “parallel” and/or “anti-parallel” case11 
[G.Mann et all 2003]. 
The Kasi radio data is more indicative of a parallel orientation, and the Gauri data is more 
compatible with a parallel magnetic field orientation. See [Fig.29] for the geometry. 
The bandwidth method described on pag. 23-24 seems to be a coherent way to determine the 
Alfvén Mach number and obtain the important parameters described. To use the magnetic field 
model in the second approach we must assume values for   and   in equation (29).  
  
                                                          
11
 This is not to be confused with the ‘’quasi-parallel, quasi-perpendicular’’ description regarding the shock normal 
orientation.  
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Fig. 46 First spectrograph data at Trinity College. 
 
Callisto at Trinity College 
 
Callisto at Trinity College started to collect the first data on 15-DEC-2009.[Fig.29] is shows the 
spectrograph data with a range of frequencies from 800 to 40 MHz.    
The spectrograph is located in Dublin city centre on the roof of the Fitzgerald building at TCD 
campus. Of course this may influence the spectrograph’s capability of detecting solar activity due to 
the high level of radio frequency interference (RFI).  
The sun is in a ‘quiet’ phase at this period (mid December 2009), but the activity increased a small 
amount during the second half of December. [Fig. 31-32] shows the CALLISTO spectrograph data 
and the STEREO/WAVES spacecraft data. On the 16th of December there was a type III radio event. 
Both CALLISTO and Stereo A did not detect any activity because the flare was behind the east limb 
of the sun;  Stereo B was in a position to detect a type III burst . See [Fig. 32]. 
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Fig. 47 Spectrograph data of 16-Dec-2009 during a solar activity. 
 
Fig. 48 Solar activity (Type III event) recorded by Stereo B.   
Unfortunately at this time of the year there are not many daylight hours (near the winter solstice), 
so observing time is restricted. There is also a low solar activity which means any type II and III 
events are infrequent. 
But an atmospheric radio event was recorded with the spectrograph data at sunrise and sunset. In 
Dublin on the 18-Dec-2009 Sunrise was 8:33am and Sunset was 4:07pm. The event may be 
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attributed to the electron density change in the ionosphere during the transition from night to day 
with the opposite at sunset. In [fig.34-35] are shown the two spectrograph data with the frequency 
drift to high frequency during the sunrise and to low frequency during the sun set. This event is 
recorded by the spectrograph every day. Using relation (5) from the fp (plasma frequency) the 
electron density can be obtained, during the night to day transition we pass from a density of 
              to             with a frequency variation from 370 MHz to 400 MHz. This range 
of electron density agree well with expected electron density in the ionosphere12. 
 
Fig. 49 Plasma frequency variation during the sunrise. 
 
Fig. 50 Plasma frequency variation during the sunset. 
                                                          
12
 However some references in the literature give values as low as 10
6 
cm
-3 
and maximun values of 10
11 
cm
-3 
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At the last ten days of December 2009 when solar activity began to increase, the spectrograph 
detected an increased electron density in the ionosphere. In [Fig.35-36] are shows the spectrograph 
data for sunset and sunrise respectively, with an increased plasma density in the ionosphere. 
 
Fig. 51 Plasma density variation showing a much higher ionization level at sunrise. 
 
Fig. 52 Plasma density variation showing a much higher ionization level at sunset. 
 
The spectrograph data registered an increasing level of the electron density in the ionosphere due to the 
increase in  solar activity [Fig.38]. 
See table 3 for ionization level –sun activity relation. 
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Fig. 53 Plasma sunrise density variation showing a much higher ionization level 
 
Fig. 54 Plasma sunset density variation showing a much higher ionization level  
  
Table 3  Electron density registered by the spectrograph related to the number of solar events. Last two columns show the number 
of B and C class flares on these days. 
Date        Frequency range        Ionospheric Electron Density      No. of  B events  No. of C events 13 
25 Dec 2009           720 – 780 MHz  6.40  x  10
9
 –  7.51 x 10
9
 82        14 
                                                          
13
 Events registered the previus day (Data from solarmonitor.org) 
18 Dec 2009 345 – 400  MHz     1.47  x 10
9 
– 1.98  x 10
9
 27              4 
 
  
 
20 Dec 2009 600 – 650  MHz     4.44  x 10
9 
– 5.22  x 10
9
 50                              6 
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Future Work 
 
The spectrograph built at TCD will be moved to Birr Castle, Co. Offaly, Ireland. The site was 
monitored for RFI at the end of June 2009 by Chr. Monstein14,Peter Gallagher15,J. McCauley3,G. 
Hallinan16. Measurement were carried out with a commercial DVB-T receiver connected to a 
Callisto spectrometer [Fig.31]. The spectral overview is shown in [Fig.39]. 
 
Fig. 55 Spectral overview measured at Birr castle. The peaks centered on 100 MHz may be due to commercial radio broadcast. 
Other than some isolated signals the spectrum is very ‘clean’ i.e. there is little RFI. 
 
Due to the small amount of RFI Birr Castle is ideal for broadband spectroscopic solar radio 
astronomy observations of CMEs or to measure quiet solar radio flux at specific frequencies.  
                                                          
14
 ETH, Institute of Astronomy 
15
 TCD, Astrophysics Research Group 
16
 NUI, Centre of Physics, National University of Ireland 
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Fig. 56 Callisto receiver and PC at possible LOFAR location at Birr castle 
 
The project will start over the coming months and a CALLISTO spectrometer will start to operate 
permanently at Birr Castle in conjunction with the ETH project. This will be an important 
international collaboration. The research will consolidate Ireland’s research links with leading teams 
in NASA and ETH Zurich.  
Prof. Arnold Benz, the PI of e-CALLISTO and Mr. Christian Monstein, the designer of the CALLISTO 
receiver are both official Collaborators. These Collaborators will contribute data, software, and 
scientific expertise to the project, and will make regular trips for the team at TCD. The development 
of an MHz-range radio spectrometer in Ireland will also enable us to participate in LOFAR-lead 
observing campaigns of solar activity. Most importantly, the proposed research will enable the TCD 
Solar Physics Group to take a leading role in two cutting edge international projects (STEREO and e-
CALLISTO), which are already revolutionizing our understanding of CMEs and the physics involved in 
space weather.  
The testing and preparation of CALLISTO provided great experience and technical practice for the 
author. 
Updated information concerning this project are available at the Callisto web blog 
http://callistotcd.blogspot.com/  in which the author, and afterwards the ARG of TCD, will report 
the work progress. 
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Conclusions 
 
The spectrograph was assembled successfully and is now in full operation. By analysing the Korea 
and India data a value for frequency drift was obtained and using the density models an estimation 
of shock height was calculated. This was then used to calculate the velocity of the shock. An 
estimation of the Alfvén Mach number was then calculated from the frequency bandwidth and this 
was used along with the velocity of the shock to obtain a graph of the Alfven velocity vs. Distance 
from the Sun between 1.4 – 1.6 solar radii. This graph agreed well with the model of the variation 
of Alfvén velocity with distance from the Sun by Mann & Klassen. In the second approach to the 
calculation of the Alfven velocity, the Mann & Kassel model was used along with the frequency 
obtained from the spectrograph. It was found that the Indian CALLLSTO data agreed well with the 
anti-parallel magnetic field orientation and the Korean CALLISTO data fit well with the parallel case. 
The magnetic field obtained is in agreement with the dipole magnetic field of the Sun, and this 
represent an important result, being the magnetic field a parameter difficult to estimate. Regarding 
the TCD CALLISTO data, a small frequency drift was found at sunset and sunrise. The author 
hypothesised this phenomenon was due to the electron density changes in the Ionosphere during 
the night to day (or vice versa) transition.  The frequency at which this drift occurred seems to be 
related to solar activity. 
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Appendices 
Error propagation 
 
To estimate the propagation of errors, the error in the frequency calculation has to be determined. 
The frequency is obtained using the spectrograph data and taking the maximum value of the profile 
for a given time. In figure [fig.33] and [fig.34] are shown the profile in the Callisto spectrograph data 
and the pixel gray scale of the profile. 
 
Fig. 57 Profile used for the frequency uncertainty. 
 
Fig. 58 Dimension in pixels of the frequency uncertainty. 
The uncertainty obtained is 58 pixels that correspond to a frequency of 9 MHz. The error for the 
frequency is then            . 
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The electron density is obtained from the plasma frequency by:      
   
   
 
 
 
     this means 
that  
  
 
 
 
 
   
  
 and then      
  
 
   . 
Now from the electron density the height is obtained in solar radius from the relation: 
            
    
    
    then the uncertainly of R is  
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